MANY COMPANIES HAVE ALREADY REDUCED THEIR MRO CONSUMPTION BY AS MUCH AS 30%

Track and control the boring stuff that makes the cool stuff.

THE DIRECT COST OF INDIRECT MATERIALS

When someone said, “It’s the little things that get you,” they probably weren’t talking about gloves, batteries, belt sanders or safety goggles. But with U.S. companies annually spending upwards of $150B on indirect materials — and roughly half of that inventory going unused each year — it certainly applies. Fortunately, there’s already a way for businesses to save up to 30% on indirect material spending.

SUPPLYPRO INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS

Today, more than 10,000 companies in 44 countries rely on SupplyPro’s Inventory Management Solutions to improve the availability, tracking and control of over 60 million SKU’s. Our customized solutions combine the most flexible inventory management systems available with industry-leading intelligence software to improve productivity, increase efficiency and reduce inventory costs.
BUILT TOUGH

The SupplyPro Inventory Management solution is built upon a system of flexible, point-of-use equipment that puts mission-critical tools and materials right where they’re needed — on the floor, next to the worker. They’re tough enough to handle the most demanding workplace environments, and they feature an intuitive user interface for unmatched ease of use.

SMARTS WHERE IT COUNTS

SupplyPort® — our industry-leading inventory intelligence software — is what makes the SupplyPro solution truly unique. SupplyPort seamlessly integrates with your ERP and purchasing systems to track, control and secure inventory, while providing advanced automation, visibility, and reporting capabilities.

WITH SUPPLYPRO, YOU CAN:

- Ensure 24/7 availability of critical items
- Monitor usage, waste and theft
- Automate replenishment & procurement
- Ease admin tasks
- Boost worker productivity
- Provide actionable metrics
- Support LEAN processes
- Enhance safety compliance
The levels of control

Our rugged, customizable equipment provides whatever levels of access, control and tracking you need — from single item, multi SKU, and weight-based; to compartment, door, and lid-level; to consumables, returns, tools and calibrated items — we’ve got it covered.

**INDIVIDUAL CONTROL**
SupplyBay, SupplyLocker and SmartDrawer all enable single-item dispensing, for the ultimate in control.

**COMPARTMENT LEVEL CONTROL**
SupplyLocker and SupplyAgent each allow multiple item/SKU dispensing and control per compartment.

**LID LEVEL CONTROL**
SmartDrawer features item/SKU dispensing per lid for single or multiple quantities per compartment — incorporating SupplyScale secure bin technology. Compartments may be defined as consumable or take/return on a per lid basis.

**DOOR LEVEL CONTROL**
SupplyAgent’s multiple doors allow for door level control of multiple items/SKU’s.

**CUSTOMIZED CONTROL**
SupplyLock provides electronic lock management for existing shop floor cabinets, drawers and storage units.

**VIRTUAL INVENTORY CONTROL**
The SupplyPro Virtual Inventory Module tracks transactions for products not physically located within a device for inventory tracking, usage and reporting. May incorporate customer’s existing cabinets, shelving or storeroom facilities.
MANUFACTURING
INVENTORY CONTROL: Track MRO and safety supplies, reduce consumption, stocking level alerts, multi-shift reserves and guaranteed availability, support clean room environments for controlled inventory access, advanced VIM capabilities track direct materials, paints & solvents.

INVENTORY ACCESS: 24/7, point-of-use access with multiple levels of control; SupplyPort enables streamlined admin and advanced inventory management capabilities.

CLOTHING, MASKS, RESPIRATORS, PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, ABRASIVES, TAPES, TOOLS

MANUFACTURING
INVENTORY CONTROL: MRO & safety supplies, direct materials management, kitting, recycling management, FOD prevention, expiration tracking.

TOOL MANAGEMENT: Serialized tool tracking and overdue alerts, lockdown of expired, damaged or uncalibrated tools, check-in/check-out, location & operator identification.

INVENTORY ACCESS: 24/7, point-of-use access with multiple levels of control; SupplyPort enables streamlined admin and advanced inventory management capabilities.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE & SAFETY EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, FASTENERS, ABRASIVES, CUTTING TOOLS, METAL WORKING, WELDING & GAS, HAND & POWER TOOLS, DIRECT MATERIALS

MAINTENANCE
INVENTORY CONTROL: Track spare parts inventory for various requirements including allocation by work center, machine number along with stocking levels, employee access, enhanced regulatory compliance capabilities include tool tracking & usage history, location tracking and user identification. Reduce production downtime and expedited charges.

TOOL MANAGEMENT: Flexibility in tool and material access. Includes lockdown of expired, damaged or uncalibrated tools, check-in/check-out, serialized tool tracking and overdue alerts.

INVENTORY ACCESS: 24/7, point-of-use access with multiple levels of control; SupplyPort enables streamlined admin and advanced inventory management capabilities.

ELECTRICAL SENSORS & SWITCHES, HARDWARE, HYDRAULICS & PNEUMATICS, PIPES, VALVES, FITTINGS, HAND & POWER TOOLS, POWER TRANSMISSION & MOTORS, LIGHTING & HVAC, DEVICES & METERS, SPARE PARTS, RADIOS, RECHARGABLES

EMPLOYEE ENTRANCE
INVENTORY CONTROL: Government, union and regulatory safety compliance, shift initiation requirement stocking & compliance, overconsumption prevention, shift level allocation, control and verification.

INVENTORY ACCESS: 24/7, point-of-use access with multiple levels of control; SupplyPort enables streamlined admin and advanced inventory management capabilities.

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT, SAFETY, SECURITY, RECHARGEABLE DEVICES, JANITORIAL

OFFICE
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT: SupplyPort, accessed via any web-enabled device, supports enterprise-wide inventory visibility, tracking and automation, including auto replenish and reorder, order optimization, contract compliance and SKU rationalization, critical stock level alerts, cost accounting, vendor management, reporting, analytics and more.

CALIBRATION LAB
TOOL MANAGEMENT: Provides a secure environment in which the calibration of critical tooling and equipment is performed with the highest degree of accuracy and reliability. Includes tool calibration, maintenance, repair, and storage.

INVENTORY ACCESS: Provides access to critical tooling and equipment inventory, ensuring无缝 access to calibration history and tool status.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT: Ensures personnel are trained and qualified to perform their roles, following company policies and procedures. Includes employee training, job descriptions, and performance evaluations.

PERSONNEL SECURITY: Ensures the safety and security of personnel within the workplace, including access control and surveillance.

PERSONNEL COMMUNICATIONS: Supports effective communication and collaboration among personnel, including the use of internal messaging systems and video conferencing tools.

PERSONNEL HEALTH & SAFETY: Promotes a safe and healthy work environment, including the implementation of appropriate policies and procedures for workplace safety and health.

PERSONNEL FINANCE: Manages the financial aspects of personnel, including payroll, benefits, and other compensation-related activities.

PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT: Supports the professional development of personnel, including training programs, career development, and performance management.

PERSONNEL RESOURCES: Provides access to personnel resources, including personnel records, human resources policies, and other personnel-related documents.

PERSONNEL RECORDS: Maintains personnel records, including employee documents such as resumes, performance evaluations, and other personnel-related documents.

PERSONNEL RECRUITMENT: Supports the recruitment of new personnel, including the development of job descriptions, advertising positions, and conducting interviews.

PERSONNEL TERMINATION: Manages the termination of personnel, including the processing of termination notices, payment of severance, and other termination-related activities.

PERSONNEL COMPLIANCE: Ensures compliance with relevant personnel-related laws and regulations, including labor laws, equal opportunity, and other legal requirements.

PERSONNEL REMUNERATION: Manages the remuneration of personnel, including the calculation of salaries, bonuses, and other forms of compensation.

PERSONNEL BENEFITS: Provides information on personnel benefits, including health insurance, retirement plans, and other benefits.

PERSONNEL PERSPECTIVES: Supports personnel perspectives, including employee satisfaction surveys, feedback mechanisms, and other personnel-related perspectives.

PERSONNEL PERFORMANCE: Supports the evaluation of personnel performance, including performance reviews, goal setting, and performance improvement plans.

PERSONNEL PROFESSIONALS: Supports the development and implementation of personnel-related policies and procedures, including personnel records management, personnel analytics, and other personnel-related policies and procedures.

PERSONNEL PLANNING: Supports personnel planning, including workforce planning, succession planning, and other personnel-related planning activities.
SupplyPort: the power of information

PUT YOUR INVENTORY DATA TO WORK

SupplyPro’s inventory management software, SupplyPort, seamlessly integrates with your ERP system or as a standalone system, giving you new levels of control, automation, and intelligence.

Tracking and control — up-to-the-minute intelligence so you always know what you have, where it is, who’s using it, and how they’re using it.

Automation and efficiency — real-time monitoring makes it easy to manage inventory levels, avoid costly stock-outs, automate procurement, and reduce admin costs.

Advanced reporting and analytics — over 60 customizable report views so you can filter and sort information, drill down to transaction details, track costs, and gain the insights you need to maximize your inventory.

SupplyPort is easy to use, and accessible from any web-enabled device. And because it’s externally hosted and maintained, SupplyPort requires no on-site servers and very little internal IT involvement.
Customer service is more than a point of pride at SupplyPro, it’s a competitive advantage. Our team of experts work with you to customize and implement a solution to address your unique business demands. We factor in things like your production processes, environment, equipment, available footprint, plus inventory access, tracking and reporting requirements to configure a versatile, scalable solution that can adapt to your changing needs.

And we’re with you for the long haul — providing around-the-clock tech service, installation and maintenance support, reevaluations and upgrades, and unmatched analytical expertise to help you get the most from your investment.

**DISCOVER A SOLUTION MADE FOR YOU**

Visit supplypro.com for more information, industry resources or to run your numbers through our ROI calculator.